A REVIEW OF MULTI HOMING AND ITS ASSOCIATED RESEARCH AREAS ALONG WITH INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)
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Abstract - With the ever increasing research in communication technology, smart systems and gadgets are emerging at a very fast pace. A recent trend is the research in internet of things (IoT) which facilitates access of information and services at any point of time around the globe thus elevating the process of digitization to a new era. Multi homing is a concept which facilitates connection of a user over multiple networks. These networks may be heterogeneous or homogeneous. This concept of multihoming acts as a strong backbone to wireless sensor networks where routing of information over the links and channels is quite a critical process. The routing of information from source to destination defines the overall accuracy of the entire wireless network. This efficiency largely dictated by an efficient routing process is influenced by many factors which include node efficiency, node lifetime, and the characteristics of the link between the nodes.
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1. Introduction

The concept of multi homing is understood based on the IP terminology, since it describes communication node or host as multi homed because it can be accessed by multiple IP address. IP networks in the today world faces network failure and it needs a time to re-converge themselves to provide a new path. So routing plays a major role in multi homing in order to avoid the failure of paths in the network. Generally multihoming is designed with TCP Protocol and if provides resilience to the network failures and provides fast recovery with minimum time and during this time the traffic is considered as black holed within the network. Stream controlled transmission protocol affects less by network re-convergence term since the packet losses are identified immediately and it retransmits through another address based on the routing protocol suggestions. So this SCTP model provides faster recovery and better throughput and also it is not affected by re-convergence. This can be implemented in the multiple interface networks to provide multipath communication through
multiple IP address. Figure 1 illustrates a simple description about multi homing host. It consists of a single host and three interface lines such as N1, N2, N3 with different IP address to ensure the multi homed model and in the host there will be a unique transport number that uses IP address as IP1, IP2 and IP3.

Figure 1. Multihomed host with multiple network interfaces

2. Research Issues

Commercial applications and various data transfer application needs a quality oriented services to improve its robustness and the entire network performance. By varying the capacities and data utilization rates some applications does not satisfied with routing mechanism which is used in TCP and UDP since these layers are inadequate in performing large data. This motivates the development of SCTP in multi homing model along with the best routing protocol so that the performance of the system maintains its level and also increases the throughput. SCTP contains one or more building blocks called chunks for control the data at the time of congestion [1].

It uses a transmission sequence number for each protocol unit and also it provides acknowledgement like TCP. The motivation of multihoming in IoT is mainly based on the congestion control algorithms based on IEEE standard. This supports the multihoming model in transport layer by binding the IP address in the initial process itself. It allows multihomed [2] data transfer from multiple sources and destinations based on parameters such as retransmission rate. Concurrent multipath transfer performs a host to destination data transfer model for end to end communication and also it increases the network throughput. It maintains a receiver to receive buffer and it is shared across the various sub association flows [3] in case of path failure occurs.

3. Methodology
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The path failure affects the performance of system since the minor delay in each failure results in to cumulative impact on file transfer thus it degrades the throughput of the network. The main objective of the thesis is to reduce the failure rates and improve the overall throughput. For achieving this a QoS [4] based transmission path is identified and this path is supports to carry redundant data in case of failure, until the path is recovered. This redundant path with redundant data acts as subsidiary path to overcome the path failure and reducing the packets drops. This dissertation introduces a new routing algorithm for multipath transmission in IoT which fulfils the needs and improves the overall performance.

Generally multi homing is integrated into concepts [5] such as multiple addressing, interfaces, overlay routing in the networks. Considering an example that multiple address are assigned to connect different terminals and the given network has prefixes on each connection then there may be a problem of overlapping occurs in the address terminal. Since the multiple address has more similarities in the variables and less similarities in their variations. This overlapping concept in the network must be reconfigured over the entire network coverage area to sustain the user connectivity in the network. Overlay routing is basically integrated into a inter domain routing mechanism to increase the fault tolerance level of the model. This multi homing concept is simply classified into three categories such as [6]

1. End- Host Multi Homing
2. End- Site Multi Homing
3. Hybrid Multi Homing

Along with the multi homing concept internet of things is also integrated to introduce a new applications. This internet of things (IoT) [7] was first proposed by Kevin Ashton in 1999 by referring the interconnected objects in the radio frequency technology environment. Based on the applications the definition of internet of things (IoT) has many visions to provide solution for the many internet business groups for connecting many things into a single network. The definition for internet of things is given by European Research Cluster (ERC) as

“If a system has self configuring capabilities based on the communication standards and its protocols in terms of physical or virtual for the dynamic global infrastructure network, then the things which are identical in the physical attributes and intelligent interference are integrated into a single informative network as Internet of Things (IoT)”
The growth of internet of things and its related researches are highlighted in the figure 2. It starts from year 2000 and ends in 2020 [8] proposes the IoT applications has wide range in the future trends to enhance the advanced sensor fusion researches to improve the wireless connectivity. Figure 3 depicts an illustration of enterprise multi homing model includes ISP and Enterprise network which are interconnected through the links of internets.

End host Multihoming [9] is an entity configuration which includes several hop connection to the terminal end to select the own connection. Different logical or physical interfaces are used in the multi homed hose to interface the various networks and each network are configured by the service model. Prefix 1 and prefix 2 are the two interfaces used in the physical interface connections and it can be extended up to “n” numbers [10].
Figure 4. End Host Illustration- Multihoming Host

This multiple prefixes are used to configure the links and to access the network routers. Figure 4 is a descriptive picture about multihoming Host environment. From the figure it is observed that two service providers are used to connect in the main network which uses connecting lines as prefix1, 2,3 for service provider 1 and 2. For network A it used prefix A as a connecting line to join in a multihomed network.

In the network configurations the first hop connections are given to the destinations to define the end site multihoming model. Based on the definitions for the end site multihoming multiple connections are used in the internet to increase the reliability of the network and also to improve the entire performance. This end site multihoming has redundant network connections which allows many networks for its services. The home agent and mobile routers are considered in the end site multihoming to provide internet access for the users in the network [11].

Figure 5. Illustration of End site modelling
End site multihoming model process is simply based on the configuration and its problem orientation which has various parameters such as home agents, number of available prefixes and allocation of address in the internet service provided model. Figure 5 shows an illustration about the end site hosting model.

**HYBRID MULTIHOMING**

Hybrid multihoming broadly classified into three categories such as Content centric approach, Locator identifier split approach, Routing centric approach. In this the Content centric approach is used to perform routing based on the node and its interest in the network to exchange information. The architecture for service integration for supporting multihoming is added advantage in the content centric approach. In case of optimizing the future internet it incorporates the cross layer schemes for various functionalities. Service centric end to end abstraction approach has transfer of data from one node to nearest node to support flow distribution. Network named content mainly focuses on the data operations. If the node interested in sending packet types and NNC codes then based on the distinct table values the interest packets are transferred from one node to another node. These packets carry only about the information and not about the location. This hierarchical structure supports mobility and flow distribution [12].

Data oriented network architecture is used to generate key mechanism in the routing based client server process [13]. This method has reply for each client for finding the packets and the transport layer binds each name in the header and not the IP address in the TCP layer. This model assures the shortest path communication.
based on the confirmation from the server data and supports multiple connections since it has no public codes. Multiple access [14] information models allow information creation, distribution and retrieval among various nodes in the networks. It supports the local and global domain resources for name resolution services. This service has details about the applications and its domains and not about the details on information. Mobility and multi Homing support is an advantage in the multiple access information system in the present internet world and a real time example is a implementation in Firefox and thunderbird browsers [15].

CONCLUSION

This research work describes about a brief description about multi homing and its associated research areas along with internet of things (IoT). Various network models and its types are analyzed in the first portion of chapter includes End-Host Multi Homing, End-Site Multi Homing, Hybrid Multi Homing. End host and end site multi homing models are analyzed based on the advantages and its limitations. Hybrid multi homing is discussed based on the content centric approach which provides a suitable mechanism to the multihoming environment. While considering multihoming mobility management and the research based results MIPv6 has suitable in the transport applications of multihoming along with this hybrid model.
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